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This review article highlights the methods and principles used for PVDF nanoﬁber creation and the use of these nanoﬁbers in
diﬀerent ﬁelds by utilizing its piezoelectric performance, etc. The studies include diﬀerent techniques to improve the alignment
and piezoelectric behavior of nanoﬁbers. The pressure versus sensitivity behavior of PVDF substrate is thoroughly analyzed. The
optimum conditions (of experimental parameters) of the electrospinning technique are carefully studied to improve the
structure, alignment, and performance of the generated nanoﬁber mats. In addition to experimental methods, the preparation of
nanocomposites with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) also can improve the structure, alignment, and piezoelectric performance. The
characterization tools used for the analyses of fabricated nanoﬁbers are also discussed, in addition, to analyze the piezoelectric
results of the targeted nanocomposite.

1. Introduction
Nanotechnology is a distinctive branch of science and engineering dealing with matter on a molecular or even atomic
scale. The study of materials in nanoscale which is one
billionth of a second allows us to exploit most of the
properties exhibited by matters in nanoscale. A wide
variety of nanostructures are available nowadays, and it
mainly includes nanorods, nanoﬁbers, nanoparticles,
nanowires, and nanotubes. Among these, nanoﬁbers are
characterized by several fascinating properties like large
surface to volume ratio, high porosity, good mechanical
performances, and ﬂexibility in surface functionality that
captivate our ﬁeld of interest. When thousands of
nanoﬁbers are created close to each other using some
special techniques, it results in the formation of nanosheets
or mats and a clear picture about the size of nanoﬁbers can
be obtained by comparing it with the size of bacteria. It is

not possible for the bacteria to penetrate through these
sheets since the pore space available is less than the size of
bacteria, thus nanoﬁber mats can be used for protection
against bacteria and viruses, and at the same time it allows
air molecules to pass through it. Such beneﬁts can be
utilized in the preparation of nanoﬁbrous breathing mask
which allows comfortable germ-free breathing by blocking
the entry of viruses and bacteria [1–3].
A variety of natural, synthetic, ceramic, or composite
polymers are used in diﬀerent geometric shapes ranging
from yarn, nonwoven web, and bulk structures for the
production of nanoﬁbers. As a result, nanoﬁbers with
diﬀerent physical properties and application potentials can
be produced. The main reason behind their selection for
nanoﬁber fabrication is their presence of functional group,
elasticity, ﬂexibility, and springiness. The organic polymers
are mainly insulators in nature, but some intrinsically
conducting polymers are also available in nature which is
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having alternate double and triple bond along the polymer
backbone. These conducting polymers are made of aromatic
rings naphthalene, thiophene, etc., which are connected to one
another through carbon single bonds. Polyacetylene or
polyetheneistheﬁrstsynthesizedpolymer,andtheﬁrstattempt
did not yield a very good conductive polymer, and the
conductivity was signiﬁcantly improved by oxidizing it with
halogen vapors. This conductive polymer yielded the high
conductivitycomparedtoallotherpolymersknownatthattime.
Natural polymers mainly include collagens, cellulose, keratin,
and polysaccharides, and the synthetic polymers mainly used
for nanoﬁber generation include polylacticacid (PLC), nylon 6,
polyvinyl ﬂuoride (PVF), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and
polyurethane (PU). Most of these polymers are used for
fabrication of nanoﬁbers in solution form by mixing with
appropriate solvents. The most commonly used solvents
include formic acid, dimethylformamide (DMF), distilled
water, and acetone. Diﬀerent types of nanoﬁbers can be
fabricated by varying the concentration of solution and also by
changing the solvents and solutes in appropriate manner. The
mainfactorsaﬀectedbyconcentrationincludeviscosity,surface
tension, and tensile strength. As a result, the fabricated
nanoﬁbers will be of diﬀerent diameters and softness.
Sometimes, even ﬁber structure or morphology is also
aﬀected resulting in the formation of nanobeads, helical
nanoﬁbers, and hollow ﬁbers [4].
Our special case of interest focuses on polyvinylidene
ﬂuoride (PVDF) for generating nanoﬁbers because of its
unique electroactive properties such as piezo-, pyro-, and
ferroelectric properties. PVDF is a special chemically inert
thermoplastic ﬂuoropolymer synthesized by the polymerization of vinylidene ﬂuoride. It also exhibits several useful
properties such as lightweight, ﬂexibility, high purity, resistance to solvents, and stability under high electric ﬁeld.
PVDF’s piezoelectric property can be utilized for several
advanced applications of nanoﬁbers including energy
harvesters, force sensors, and transducers. Its ability to produce large voltages with low forces makes it much favorable
to use in piezoelectricity. The polar crystalline nature of
PVDF is the main reason for its superior piezoelectric
performance. The molecular structure of PVDF consists of
repeated monomer units such as (-CH2-CF2-)n with a
crystallinity of 50% such that the crystallites are embedded
in amorphous domain and a low melting point of 177 degree
Celsius. Based on the chain conformation (order of polymer
chains in unit cell) as trans or gauche linkages, PVDF exists
in four diﬀerent crystalline forms such as alpha, beta,
gamma, and delta phases. Among this, the only polymorph
which exhibits piezoelectric nature is beta phase with a
strong dipole moment. It possesses an oriented hydrogen
and ﬂuoride unit cells along with the carbon backbone,
and thus it becomes useful in most of the applications of
nanoﬁbers. But the most abundant form of PVDF available
is its alpha phase. So, the nonpolar alpha phase can be
converted to polar beta phase by the application of high
electric ﬁeld and stretching [5, 6].
The most important property of PVDF which is utilized
to the maximum in the fabrication of nanoﬁbers is its piezoelectric property. There are many ﬁbers with piezoelectric
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properties such as PZT, PVC, nylon 11, and PVDF [7–9].
But due to PVDF properties and its ability to produce large
voltages with low forces, it makes them much favorable to
use in piezoelectricity. The phenomenon of linear electromechanical interaction between the mechanical and electrical
state in crystalline material with no inversion symmetry is
called piezoelectric eﬀect. The eﬀect is reversible in nature.
Thus, an internal electrical charge can be developed by
applying a mechanical stress and also an applied external
electric ﬁeld can generate an internal mechanical stress.
Piezoelectricity was ﬁrst discovered by the Curie brothers
in 1880. One of the main parameters that decide the piezoelectric performance of a sample is its piezoelectric coeﬃcient (D33 ) value. It quantiﬁes the deformation or volume
change occurred when a piezoelectric material is placed in
an electric ﬁeld or it can be deﬁned as the ratio of polarization to the applied stress. Usually, piezoelectric coeﬃcients
are of two types: (a) piezoelectric charge constant denoted
by “d” and piezoelectric voltage constant denoted by “g.”
Piezoelectric charge coeﬃcient gives the polarization generated per unit mechanical stress, and voltage coeﬃcient gives
the electric ﬁeld generated by the piezoelectric material per
unit mechanical stress applied. The material suitability for
strain-dependent applications can be easily identiﬁed by
knowing its D33 value. Generally, the coeﬃcient is labeled
as Dxy and its number is based on the direction of polarization and stress direction. The coeﬃcient value of D33 is the
one taken into account in our studies for the piezoelectric
behavior analysis [10].
In a piezoelectric material, the piezoelectric behavior is
experienced only in a range of temperature which is below a
particular critical temperature called Curie temperature;
above this temperature, each unit cell of the material exhibits
a cubic symmetry with no dipole moment where it is in a paraelastic phase. Below Curie temperature, the unit cell exhibits a
tetragonal or rhombohedral symmetry leading to a dipole
moment resulting in a ferroelectric phase. Generally, a piezoelectric material has a randomly aligned electrical domain.
When an electric ﬁeld is applied to a piezoelectric material, as
it passes close to Curie temperature, spontaneous polarization
is developed such that all the polarization vectors are aligned in
a more or less uniform direction. This process by which a net
polarization is developed is called poling. So it will exhibit piezoelectric property only after the process of electrical poling
where the electrical domains are aligned resulting in a dipole
moment and creation of polarization. The process of poling
consists of inducing a DC voltage across the material. By the
application of pressure on a piezoelectric material, the negative
charges are deposited on the expanded side and positive
charges are deposited on the compressed sides. Thus, when
the pressure is relieved, electric current starts to ﬂow across
the material. This eﬀect has a wide range of application such
as production and detection of sound, high voltage generation,
and frequency generation. Piezoelectricity is the basis of
several scientiﬁc instruments such as STM and AFM [11].
A wide range of experimental techniques are available for
the production of nanoﬁbers in both small scale and large
scale. The techniques mainly include template synthesis,
thermal-induced phase separation, self-assembly, interfacial
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polymerization, solution blowing or air jet spinning, drawing
techniques, freeze or drying synthesis, melt spinning and
stretching, spinneret-based tunable engineered parameter
(STEP) method, force spinning or centrifugal spinning, electrospinning, and mechanical spinning. Among these, our
ﬁeld of interest mainly focuses on the fabrication of PVDF
nanoﬁbers; the main techniques used nowadays specially
for PVDF ﬁbers are electrospinning, melt spinning and
stretching, centrifugal spinning, and mechanical spinning.
Melt spinning and stretching method is mainly used for the
production of nanoﬁber membranes with high mechanical
strength. Centrifugal spinning or force spinning is an alternative method useful for the fabrication of PVDF nanoﬁbers
where centrifugal forces are used for the production of ﬁbers.
Here, a syringe pump or an extruder is used, and the polymer
solution is fed through it to a rotating chamber having two or
more oriﬁces. The centrifugal force pushes the polymer solution towards the center of the chamber where there are oriﬁces during the time of rotation. When the centrifugal force
dominates the surface tension and viscosity of the solution,
it escapes from the oriﬁces and then the jet elongates and
solution evaporates until it reaches the collector plate where
it is deposited. Electrospinning, the most versatile and promising technique, uses electrostatic force instead of centrifugal
force for the fabrication of PVDF ﬁbers [9–12].
The basic principle behind electrospinning technique is
the uniaxial stretching of a polymer solution which is viscoelastic by applying electrostatic forces. A continuous set of
nanoﬁbers can be generated without any disruption if we
have enough solution to feed. Well-aligned and random
nanoﬁbers can be generated by altering some of the experimental parameter values of electrospinning. Here, a high
DC voltage is applied to the needle of a syringe where the
solution is fed using a precision pump and a rotating drum
or stationary plate is used as collector for depositing the
ﬁber. The same experimental setup is also used for mechanical spinning in the absence of the electrical bias, and instead
of electrical bias, ﬁber drawing was maintained by an appropriate match between the feeding rate of solution supplying
system and rotary speed of a drum. Most of the techniques
discussed here encountered several limitations including
lack of control over generated ﬁber diameter and its orientation and low production rate. But compared to other techniques, electrospinning is a very successful method in the
creation of nanoﬁbers with controllable parameters. Most
of the useful properties of the PVDF nanoﬁbers can be
enhanced by optimizing the experimental parameters of
electrospinning in a controlled fashion [6, 13].

2. Experimental Background
2.1. The Experimental Setup. The experimental setup of
electrospinning mainly includes a high voltage power
supply (DC of the order of several kilovolts), injection
pump, metallic syringe with a needle of inner diameter of
the order of mm, and a collector electrode which is a
stationary plate or a rotational drum. The initial step
involved in the experimental procedure is turning on the
power supply, and then the prepared PVDF polymer
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solutions are forced through the metallic syringe. As a
result, a drop of the polymer solution is formed at the tip
of the needle. But since the needle is under the eﬀect of a
high voltage supply, charges are induced within the ﬂuid.
As a result, the surface of the ejected drop distorts into the
shape of a cone known as Taylor cone. The arrangements
are clearly shown in the block diagram shown in Figure 1.
When a high voltage is applied into the polymer
solution, it induces free charges; this makes the system get
a positive charge and the collector electrode (a ﬂat plate or
rotating drum) get a negative charge. Consequently, an
electric ﬁeld is created. This electric ﬁeld is created
between the tip of the needle and the collector. The reason
for using high voltage supply is to produce electrically
charged jets from polymer solution or melts, which on
drying by means of evaporation of the solvent produce
PVDF ﬁbers. Here, when the electrostatic force becomes
dominant over the surface tension of the liquid droplet, the
droplet will get distorted which forms the so called Taylor
cone. This distortion leads to electricity charge (current)
resulting in a jet ejection moving towards the collector,
which forms the aligned or unaligned PVDF ﬁber [14, 15].
Electrospinning jet ejected from the needle under the
inﬂuence of the high voltage takes three forms: in the ﬁrst
region just after ejection, solution drops form a cone shape
called Taylor cone but it takes only a small portion approximately around 1 mm; then from the bottom of the cone, it
travels straight like a thin line linearly around 1–2 mm which
is called the stability region; and ﬁnally the ﬂuid line region
or jet is disturbed resulting in a bending instability region
where jet bends and whips erratically due to the high electrostatic force experienced. This unstable region is the lengthiest region which is approximately around 5–10 cm which
ﬁnally gets coated on the collector electrode in the form of
a random nonwoven mat. The reduction of the diameter of
the ﬂuid line happens at the ﬁnal instability region resulting
in ﬁne nanoﬁbers. Therefore, the main area where we focus
our studies is the bending instability part [16–18].
2.2. Variable Parameters in the Experimental Part
2.2.1. Selection of the Source Solution with Required
Concentration. Our special case of interest focuses on PVDF
solution for the fabrication of nanoﬁbers. But based on the
solvent and solute concentration, the features of output
nanoﬁbers vary. The solvent mainly used for PVDF solution
preparation is DMF/acetone, N-methy1-2-pyrrolidinone
(NMP), N,N-dimethylacetamide/acetone, etc.; here, the
solvent is mixed with the available PVDF powder. The
solution is prepared by varying the molecular weight of the
powdered PVDF added to the solvent and also by varying
the solvent concentration. This has an important role in
creating nanoﬁbers with diﬀerent diameters and alignments
(random or aligned) [19].
As the concentration changes from very low to high, the
generated ﬁbers are of diﬀerent morphologies. If the concentration is too low, polymeric micro- or nanoparticles are
formed and the technique undergone here will be electrospraying instead of electrospinning due to high surface
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Figure 1: Electrospinning setup with a drum.

tension and low viscosity at this condition. When the
concentration is increased a little, a mixture of beads and
ﬁbers is formed and the process will be electrospinning. By
increasing the concentration a little and ﬁnally when it
reaches the optimum concentration, smooth nanoﬁbers
will be obtained. If we increase the concentration further,
the resultant will be helix-shaped microscaled ribbons
instead of nanoscaled ﬁbers. A small increase in the
concentration within the optimum range results in the
increase in diameter of smooth ﬁbers. Studies done by Zhu
et al. showed that a change in concentration from 8 to 14%
of PVDF solution resulted in a ﬁber diameter variation
from 20 nm to 100 nm, as shown in Figure 2 [13, 19].
An important parameter to be taken into account to
enhance the piezoelectric property of the PVDF nanoﬁber
is poling electric ﬁeld, poling time, and poling temperature.
These parameters have to be utilized to a maximum for
getting an optimum aligned beta sheets of nanoﬁber which
can be used for energy scavenging applications. The spontaneous polarization of beta sheets of PVDF can be utilized for
many applications; thus, the parameters have to be controlled well for generating a good piezoelectric nanoﬁber.
The piezoelectric behavior of PVDF nanoﬁbers can be
improved by addition of carbon nanomaterials such as carbon allotrope fullerenes (C60) and single- and multiwalled
carbon nanotubes. These additives can improve the crystalline nature and electrical conductivity thereby increasing
the optimum performance of PVDF nanoﬁbers.
2.2.2. Selection of Solution Delivery System. The solution
delivery system which is mainly the needle design has a
great inﬂuence on the structure of output nanoﬁber. Different types of needle designs available are single-needle
nozzle, multineedle nozzle, coaxial spinneret, and bicomponent spinneret, and also in some cases, needless electrospinning setups can be used, such that the fabricated
nanoﬁbers with diﬀerent morphologies and structures can
be developed. In the single-needle setup, the solution is
delivered through the single needle; in contrast, needless
setup includes a solution feeder from a widely opened surface which results in large nanobeads also with the generated nanoﬁbers. Another needless technique involves a

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 2: An example of characterization of electron spun
nanoﬁbers using SEM: (a) random NFs, (b) aligned ﬁbers at an
angle, and (c) aligned ﬁbers kept straight [19].

rotating roller partially immersed into the polymer solution
resulting in conical spikes on the solution layer. Diﬀerent
types of rotating roller shapes are also available such as disc,
cylinder, or ball which can greatly inﬂuence the structure and
morphology of ﬁber. Another type of needless spinneret
available is spiral coil wire-type design. Thus, a variety of
needless source delivery systems including open space, rotating roller, and spiral coil wire and diﬀerent types of singleneedle systems such as coaxial and bicomponent spinnerets
are available through which we can create ﬁbers of required
demand by controlling the above parameters [20, 21].
(1) Initial Diameter of the Needle. The initial diameter of the
needle is also a control parameter in this technique since
the decrease in needle diameter changes the amount of
solution drop coming out of the needle. For example, if
the needle diameter is in the range of millimeters, a needle
diameter of 0.25 mm is used in their studies. When the
size of the droplet decreases, surface tension increases
resulting in a decreased acceleration of the jet so that it
takes a long time for the jet to reach the collector
electrode. At the same time, if the needle diameter is too
small, it cannot allow the droplet to escape from the
needle tip [22–24].
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2.2.3. Viscosity of Polymer Solution. Viscosity of the applied
polymer solution plays an important role in the fabrication
of ﬁbers. When a polymer of higher molecular weight is
added to the solvent, it increases the viscosity. Highly
viscous ﬂuid cannot be transferred through the needle
tip. At the same time, very low viscous ﬂuids can result
in generation of beads; furthermore, an increase in
viscosity gradually changes the shape of beads from
spherical to spindle until a smooth ﬁber is obtained. So
a medium viscosity which is required for the optimum
design of ﬁbers showed that a change in concentration
from 8 to 14 wt.% of PVDF solution resulted in a
viscosity variation from 304.2 mPa to 1845.3 mPa [15].
2.2.4. Conductivity of Solution. Conductivity of a solution
mainly depends on polymer type, solvent sort, and the salt
used. Conductivity of the polymer solution can be changed
by the addition of ions by adding small amount of salt or
polyelectrolyte to the solution. When conductivity increases,
it results in the increase of charge concentration carried out
by the jet thereby increasing the stretching of jet resulting
in more smooth ﬁbers. Zhu et al. showed that a change in
polymer solution from 8 to 14 wt.% resulted in conductivity
variations from 103.4 to 83.8 μS/cm [13].
2.2.5. Feed Rate or Flow Rate. The rate at which the drops
are fed out also plays an important role in the fabrication
of ﬁbers. To maintain a stable Taylor cone, there is a standard feed rate for each applied voltage. Increase in the
feed rate (0.40 and 0.66 ml/h) aﬀects the ﬁber diameter
or bead size. Thus, with the increase in feed rate, there
will be an increase in ﬁber diameter. If the feed rate is
too high, ﬁbers with beads are formed; the reason is that
there is no enough time for solvent evaporation [25].
2.2.6. Distance from Needle Tip to Collector. The parameter
that gets aﬀected by changing the distance between the
needle tip and collector (in range of 10–15 cm) is the ﬂight
time and ﬁeld strength. Depending on the distance
between rotating collector electrode and the polymer
solution source, electrospinning technique is divided into
two types: near-ﬁeld electrospinning process (NFES) since
the order of 1 kV and far-ﬁeld electrospinning process
(FFES). In NFES, the needle tip to collector distance is
adjusted to be in the range of millimeters (mm) and the
applied voltage is of the order of 1 kV. Here, the short
distance between the source and collector helps us to
utilize the stable liquid jet region that can result in a
controlled sequential distribution of the ﬁbers on the
collector. This is possible because of the large electric ﬁeld
in the small gap between the needle and collector electrode.
Thus, in NFES, the ﬁber deposition can be done in a more
controllable manner, such that the ﬁbers can be distributed
in an ordered fashion on the collector electrode [10, 16, 26].
In FEFS, the needle tip to collector distance is adjusted to
be in the range of the order of centimeters particularly above
ten centimeters. As a result, the stability of the liquid jet will
be aﬀected and it undergoes a chaotic whipping process
resulting in a randomly oriented ﬁber deposition on the
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collector electrode. In FFES, the applied voltage is in the
range of ten kilovolts, and the source needle diameter is of
the order of around 100 micrometers. But in this case, the
alignment can be improved by choosing fast spinning electrodes in the form of rotating drum, wheel-like disk, and also
wire drums [10, 16, 26].
By reducing or increasing the applied voltage, the
stretching of the solution droplet and electrostatic force
can be aﬀected resulting in changes of the ﬁber structure.
The output parameter that gets greatly changed by the inﬂuence of voltage is the ﬁber diameter, but the eﬀect of voltage
is greatly depending on two other factors such as polymer
solution concentration and the distance between the tip
and collector electrode [10].
2.2.7. Eﬀect and Shape of Collector Electrode. Diﬀerent types
of collector electrodes include stationary conductive metallic
sheet and rotating drum. Also, the electrodes can be conductive or nonconducting; if it is conductive, then a stable
potential diﬀerence can be maintained between the source
and collector. But if the collector electrodes are nonconducting, charges on the jet will accumulate on the collector electrode resulting in less deposit of ﬁbers. Thus, a lower packing
density of ﬁbers is obtained with nonconducting electrodes
compared to conducting electrodes where ﬁbers are closely
packed. Also, the stationary and rotating collectors play an
important role in the alignment of ﬁbers; a perfectly aligned
nanoﬁbers is diﬃcult to synthesize and it can be made practical using fast spinning electrode such as rotating drum,
wheel-like disk, grids, parallel or gridded bar, and also wire
drum collector. In the case of a stationary plate electrode,
random or messy ﬁbers will be created [27].
2.2.8. Surface Tension. Surface tension is an important factor
aﬀecting the ﬁber nature. During the pathway between
Taylor cone and collector plate, the surface tension of the
ﬂuid has to be reduced for yielding more uniform ﬁbers.
The surface tension can be reduced by adding more
surfactants, and addition of solvent ethanol can greatly
reduce surface tension so that more uniform ﬁbers can be
obtained. With the concentration ﬁxed, reducing the
surface tension of the solution, beaded ﬁbers can be
converted into smooth ﬁbers. Surface tension and viscosity
can be adjusted by changing the mass ratio of the solvent
mix if there are two solvents. In some research works,
there was a variation of surface tension from 46 mN/m to
30 mN/m when the ratio of ethanol to DMF was varied
from 100/0 to 0/100, respectively [28].
2.2.9. Temperature Treatment or Thermal Energy. The
microstructure and mechanical and piezoelectric properties
of electrospun nanoﬁbers can be greatly altered by temperature treatment or annealing which is an ambient parameter.
The increase in temperature favors the production of thinner nanoﬁbers than that created at low temperatures. When
the temperature was varied from 30°C to 60°C, the ﬁber
diameter was varied from 98 nm to 90 nm [14, 20, 29].
2.2.10. Humidity. Humidity is another important ambient
parameter that aﬀects the morphology of the fabricated ﬁber.
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As humidity increases, the drying time increases resulting in
the variation of the diameter of the generated ﬁber [30].
2.3. Analytical Instruments Used for the Characterization of
Fabricated Fibers. The surface morphology of the nanoﬁbers
is characterized by using a scanning electron microscope
(SEM). The diameter of the generated ﬁbers can also be
determined using SEM. In some cases where there is requirement to analyze the bead formation in fabricated ﬁber,
atomic force microscopy (AFM) is also used. More detailed
structural investigation of a single nanoﬁber is also done
by using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The
infrared spectra of the ﬁber mats are recorded using
Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR). Based on
the sensitivity of CF2 orientation changes, FTIR characterizes both the dipole orientation and crystallographic structure of nanoﬁbers. The crystalline structural analysis of the
fabricated ﬁbers is done using X-ray diﬀractometer (XRD).
It clearly depicts the presence of beta phase which is responsible for piezoelectric behavior in a nanoﬁber.
The piezoelectric performance which can be characterized based on the output voltage generated by the applied
stress can be studied using a piezoelectric force microscope
(PFM). It allows local piezoelectric measurements, and so
it is best suited for the characterization of individual nanoﬁber mats. Simple harmonic generation is another characterization technique for studying polarization behavior. Raman
spectroscopy can be used for the detection of low-frequency
mode in a system.
I-V characteristics of the generated sample can be studied using a Keithley source measurement unit (four-point
probe). The resistivity and I-V characteristics of the generated sample can be studied using this technique. The change
in microstructure and electromechanical and piezoelectric
behavior of the electrospun nanoﬁber due to annealing treatment is studied using PFM, DSC, XRD, FTIR, and AFM
nanoindentation [20, 30–33].

3. Results and Discussion
Electrospinning is the most promising technique for the fabrication of nanoﬁbers in a controllable manner. Using this
method, nanoﬁbers of diameter ranging from ten nanometers to several orders of micrometers can be fabricated. This
technique is relatively simple, fast, reliable, and eﬃcient
compared to other similar techniques. The main principle
behind this technique or one of the crucial factors aﬀecting
this technique is the electric ﬁeld applied between the
source and collector electrode. The changing electric ﬁeld
proﬁle between the source and collector greatly inﬂuenced
the diameter and alignment of generated ﬁber.
In addition to ﬁber diameter, morphological variations
in ﬁbers can be obtained by changing some of the experimental parameters of electrospinning setup. Diﬀerent types
of ﬁbers fabricated by modifying the technique slightly are
branched split nanoﬁbers, porous nanoﬁber, ﬂattened
ribbon-like ﬁber, helical nanoﬁber, and hollow nanoﬁber.
Split ﬁbers can be fabricated by the separation of a primary
jet into two smaller jets. Similarly, ﬂattened ribbons like
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nanoﬁber were created with higher molecular weight and
higher polymer concentration. Here, since the viscosity of
solution is high reduction of water, solvent evaporation takes
place and as a result, due to the high impact, the wet ﬁbers
that reach the ﬁber collector are ﬂattened. Here, ﬁrst the tube
collapses due to high pressure and the circular cross section
initially became elliptical shaped and then into a ribbon-like
shape. Based on the polymer source solution mixture,
solvent evaporation results in a thermodynamically unstable
stage, which leads to two phases. The polymer-rich phase
which is of gel type solidiﬁes rapidly after phase separation
and forms the base which is the matrix, and the polymerdeﬁcient phase forms the pores. Another important
favorable factor for porous nanoﬁber is the humidity of
electrospinning environment. Also, bicomponent nanoﬁber
with diﬀerent decompositions can be fabricated using two
capillaries placed side by side within a single capillary such
that the resultant ﬁber is having dual components.
3.1. Morphology and Diameter. The morphology and diameter of the electrospun nanoﬁbers are studied mainly using a
scanning electron microscope; the morphology mainly
including random or messy and aligned or ordered arrangement of nanoﬁbers can be easily identiﬁed using this
technique. The same technique can be used for diameter
analysis of fabricated ﬁber synthesized by varying diﬀerent
experimental parameters. An example of characterization
of nanoﬁbers using SEM is depicted.
3.1.1. Variations in Electrospinning Technique Parameters for
Optimizing the Structure and Morphology of Fabricated Fiber.
The diameter of the fabricated nanoﬁbers can be varied by
varying the distance between the source needle and collector
electrode and also by controlling the applied voltage. Generally, NFES produces a controlled number of aligned PVDF
nanoﬁbers and even a single ﬁber can be fabricated at a time.
But FFES generally produces random or messy ﬁbers with
large population. Here, the alignment or the proper order
of the ﬁbers can be improved by changing the collector
electrode to a rotating drum or disk. The diameter of the
ﬁbers generated will be higher in the case of NFES and lesser
in the case of FFES. NFES of PVDF resulted in a fabricated
ﬁber of diameter in the range 500–6500 nm in the case of a
single ﬁber and a diameter range of 1000–2000 nm in the
case of multiﬁber generation. At the same time, FFES
produced a single ﬁber with a diameter range of 600 nm
and multiﬁber with a diameter range of 187 nm [10, 34].
Another important parameter aﬀecting the morphology
and diameter of nanoﬁbers is the rotating speed of the
collector electrode. The stretching rate of the polymer jet is
increased by increasing the rotating speed, and as a result,
the increased rate of rotation results in a narrower distribution of ﬁbers. Thus, thin ﬁbers are fabricated by increasing
the speed of rotation and thick ﬁbers are formed with slower
rate of rotation. With a constant applied voltage and source
to collector distance, the rotation per minute is varied from
500 to 2000 in increments of 500 rpm and the ﬁber diameters become narrower. Another notable property observed
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is that the alignment is found to be increased and more
orderly arranged ﬁbers are obtained [30].
Liu et al. studied the eﬀect of ﬁber diameter on rotational
velocity of collector electrode by ﬁxing the applied voltage,
xy platform control speed, and PVDF solution concentration
at 16 kV, 2 mm/s, and 18 wt %, respectively, using hollow
cylindrical near-ﬁeld electrospinning technique (HCNFES).
Studies concluded that the rotational speed is inversely
proportional to ﬁber diameter. The average ﬁber diameter
ranges from 100 nm to 1 micrometer. Here, the rotational
velocity selected to fabricate PVDF ﬁber was 900 to
1900 rpm (900, 1100, 1300, 1500, 1700, and 1900) which
resulted in a good and continuous ﬁbers with decreasing
diameters up to 100 nm from 1.2 micrometer as shown in
Figure 3. Here, a medium rotational speed is selected
because under low rotational speed, the speed with which
ﬁbers are deposited exceeds the rotational speed of collector
resulting in a random disorganized and disordered collection on nanoﬁbers. At the same time, a very high rotational
speed cannot be selected since it can result in a deposition of
continuous broken ﬁbers, because the generated ﬁbers can
be mechanically broken due to the high speed which is not
an optimum condition for well-aligned PVDF ﬁbers through
electrospinning. Also, the eﬀect of various compositions of
PVDF polymer solution is important on the fabricated
nanoﬁber. The composition mainly included DMSO
(dimethly sulfoxide) and acetone as a solvent and Zonyl as
ﬂuorosurfactant. The solvents are ﬁxed at a ratio of 1 : 1,
and the surfactant weight was ﬁxed to be 0.2 g, then the
weight percentage of the PVDF powder with solvent is
varied from 16 wt.% to 18 wt.% and 20 wt.%. These varying
concentrations are produced for characterization of surface
tension and viscosity of the polymer solution in HCNFES
process. The detailed investigation of the fabricated ﬁbers
in all these cases revealed that lower weight concentration
below 16 wt.% resulted in a discontinuous and nonuniform
ﬁber diameters. The studies revealed that 18 wt.%
concentration is the most optimum condition for
synthesizing good electrospun nanoﬁbers. Relating to
voltage dependence for this, the PVDF solution
concentration, the xy platform speed, and the rotational
speed of the collector are ﬁxed at 18 wt.%, 2 mm/s, and
1500 rpm, respectively. Applied DC voltage is varied from
10 kV to 16 kV, and the corresponding average diameters are
obtained in the range from 1.16 micrometer to 200 nm,
respectively, which is shown below in Figure 3 [20].
3.1.2. Varying the PVDF Solution Content for
Enhanced Performance
(1) Addition of Diﬀerent Solvents to the Solution with Diﬀerent
Solvent Concentrations. Generally, variations in PVDF solution contents are done for fabricating the most eﬃcient ﬁber.
The studies using conventional electrospinning method
mainly used a solution made from 18 weight percent PVDF
dissolved in DMF and acetone in a 3 : 1 volume to volume
ratio with the inclusion of light-emitting polymer, poly(9,9dioctylﬂuorene-alt-benzothiadiazole) (F8BT), as well as 16
weight percent PVDF dissolved in DMF. For preparing a uniform solution, PVDF was always added ﬁrst followed by DMF
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and then ﬁnally acetone if it was required for preparation. If
there is any addition of ﬂuorophore, it has to be dissolved
ﬁrst in one of the solvents and thoroughly mixed and then
added to the PVDF. A hot plate heated to a temperature of
50°C is used to keep both solutions and is stirred carefully
for an hour before being used for electrospinning. This can
allow the PVDF to dissolve completely so that a
homogeneous solution is prepared for electrospinning.
Here, the solution having 18 wt.% is delivered through the
source needle with a needle to collector distance of 10 cm
with an applied voltage of 13 kV and a ﬂow rate of
0.5 mm/hr. For 16 wt.% solution, the source to collector
distance is set to 15 cm with an applied voltage of 15 kV
at a ﬂow rate of 0.7 mm/hr. The generated nanoﬁbers in
both cases are analyzed under SEM. Only samples that
form stable jet are used for investigation. By the thorough
analyses of a set sample created with each solution, it is
concluded that the average diameter of the ﬁber is 200 nm
with a standard deviation of 110 nm for the solution with
ﬂuorophore and the average diameter of the ﬁber is found
to be 180 nm with a standard deviation of 118 nm for
16 wt.% solution, with a rotation speed of 140 rpm. Some
others used the same technique and same solution with a
rotating speed of 550 rpm. The needle to collector distance,
appropriate solvent choice, and applied voltage can be
modiﬁed to reduce the average diameter obtained in both
cases [20].
Also, the concentration or molecular weight percent of
PVDF together with the solvent aﬀects the piezoelectric
performance or beta-phase content. For the analysis of betaphase content, as shown in Figure 4, X-ray diﬀractometer
(XRD) is used. The characterization is done by analyzing the
prominent diﬀraction peaks of alpha–non-polar phase and
beta polar phase in each case. The XRD characterization of
the pure PVDF powder and electrospun ﬁbers fabricated
with 16 wt.%, 18 wt.%, and 20 wt.% PVDF solution is done.
For each of these cases, the applied voltages are varied in the
order from 10, 12, 14, and 16 kV and the corresponding
beta-phase peaks are analyzed. The XRD analyses of pure
PVDF powder showed diﬀraction peaks at angle 2 theta
degrees 17.9 (100), 18.4 (020), 20.1 (110), and 26.7 (021).
The corresponding miller indices of each angle are shown
in brackets. Among these, the only diﬀraction peak at 20.1
with miller indices 110 corresponds to the beta phase
which is polar and all other phases are alpha which are
nonpolar. By the addition of 16 wt.% and 18 wt.% with
diﬀerent applied voltages, it is found that most of the alpha
polar phases disappeared and the diﬀraction peak that
corresponds to beta phase with miller indices 110 became
prominent and the intensity is found to be more with 10
close kV and then decreasing orderly from 10 to 16 kV.
But it is observed that for a higher concentration up to
20 wt.%, which is close to equilibrium solubility limit, the
intensity of beta-phase peaks is found to be decreased. This
is because here it is diﬃcult to achieve homogeneous
solution. Based on all these studies, in order to obtain a
smooth surface morphology, high structural density, and
good piezoelectric performance, the optimal parameters
are decided to be the PVDF solution combination
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Figure 4: FTIR and XRD diﬀraction patterns of the aligned electrospun PVDF/MWCNT ﬁbers. (a) FTIR spectra of some aligned electrospun
PVDF/MWCNT ﬁbers with MWCNT 0.6 and 1.2 wt % (b) XRD diﬀraction pattern of the aligned electrospun PVDF/MWCNT ﬁbers with
MWCNTs of 2 wt % [44].

18 wt.% with a DC voltage of 14 kV and rotational speed
of 1900 rpm [20, 35–38].
(2) Eﬀect of Inorganic Salt on PVDF Solution. There are other
studies that have found that the addition of inorganic salts on
PVDF solution results in a decrease of surface tension and viscosity of the solution and at the same time increase in the conductivity. As a result, ultrathin ﬁne ﬁbers are fabricated. As we
increased the concentration of NaCl from 0 to 0.6 wt.%, the
diameter of the electrospun nanoﬁber diameter is found to be
reduced from 99 nm to 80 nm [39, 40].
3.2. Piezoelectric Performance of the Fabricated Fiber Mat.
The pressure versus voltage which is the sensitivity graph
of a fabricated ﬁber (electrospun at a rate of 1500 rpm) is
studied for its piezoelectric performance. After a continuous

pressure of 0.145 MPa and a frequency of 0.66 Hz were
applied, the output response was very high with a big diﬀerence. With increasing pressure frequency, the output voltage
is found to be not increasing much until it reaches a value of
0.145 MPa and then it is found that there is an abrupt
increase in output voltage. This is because of electrical poling
in electrospinning process, which can also play another role
for the dipoles oriented in a preferential direction. When
electrospun ﬁber mats were deformed due to pressure input,
the charges would be generated from the mat surface
because of the unbalanced redistribution within the mats.
Therefore, increasing pressure magnitude or frequency will
cause more charges distributed on the surface, such that a
higher output voltage is developed. The fabricated electrospun PVDF ﬁber mat showed a sensitivity of 178 mV/kPa.
But when we increased the frequency gradually, by keeping
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the pressure at a constant value of 0.145 MPa, the voltage
generated is found to be almost constant with a slight change
or increase in voltage level [6, 41, 42].
3.3. Piezoelectric Behavior of a Fabricated Nanoﬁber. The
most important fascinating property of the PVDF ﬁber
fabricated using electrospinning technique is its piezoelectric
performance. The piezoelectric behavior can be improved in
a controlled rate via electrospinning technique. This property by which mechanical energy can be transformed to
electrical energy can be utilized for several applications ranging from sensors to power generation. PVDF shows excellent
piezoelectric performance and so it can be used for strain
sensing applications.
The FTIR spectra of four diﬀerent fabricated aligned electrospun nanoﬁbers are analyzed by keeping the experimental
parameters such as PVDF solution concentration to be
16 wt.% with an applied voltage of 5 kV and tip to collector distance of 10 cm. Here, the parameter that was changed was the
rotary speed of the collector electrode; it was varied by 500,
1000, 1500, and 2000 rpm. The FTIR spectra showed some featured peaks at bands of 475, 510, 1275, and 1431 cm−1, and all
these bands correspond to the polar beta phase of PVDF which
clearly indicates that aligned electrospun nanoﬁbers with rich
beta phase contents can be generated by optimizing the experimental parameters in a controlled manner [6].
Several additives are added to PVDF source solutions to
increase the piezoelectric performance in electrospinning
technique. Hydrated salt, nickel chloride hexahydrate
(NiCl2·6H2O), is added to the PVDF solution for increasing
the polar beta phase by about 30% which leads to 3 times
increase of peak to peak piezovoltage generation compared
to electrospun pure PVDF. This increase in performance
was attributed to ionic interaction between salt and polymer
molecules. But at NiCl2·6H2O concentration greater than
0.5 wt.%, the piezoelectric response starts to drop due to
the excess water content in the ﬁber [43].
3.3.1. Addition of Carbon Nanotubes (S/M) to PVDF for Its
Improved Performance. One important additive of PVDF
solution is the multiwalled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to produce a nanocomposite that can result in nanoﬁbers using
electrospinning technique with improved piezoelectric
behavior. The alpha phase is the most common phase of
PVDF which is having TGTG^ conformation (T: trans, G:
gauche+, G^: gauche−) whereas the beta phase is the only
piezoelectric phase with all TTTT (trans) conformation.
For every alpha PVDF unit cell lattice which consists of
two chains in TGTG^, the dipole components cancel each
other resulting in zero net dipole moment. But in the case
of beta PVDF lattice, unit cell with all trans conformations
has its dipoles all aligned in the same direction normal to
the chain axis. Thus, all its unit cell consists of dipoles
aligned in one direction, and thereby the same is applicable
to the molecular dipoles of the beta phase all aligned in
one direction generating a large spontaneous polarization
for the whole crystal. As a result, it exhibits strong piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties; however, it is diﬃcult to
synthesize PVDF with only beta phase contents.
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In normal circumstances, the α-phase is more easily
formed than the β-phase. Although, the crystal lattice energy
of the α-phase is slightly higher than that of the β-phase,
direct β-phase formation from the melt is prohibited due
to the high energy of the all-trans conformations. β-Phase
formation can be accomplished via a crystal phase transition
from the α-phase. The most common technique for obtaining polar β-PVDF involves mechanical extension (drawing)
and electrical poling. Paraelectric phase can be converted
into piezoelectric phase by various processes such as crystallization from a polar solution under special conditions—application of high pressure, addition of additive materials to
PVDF, etc. A technique used recently is blending with nanoﬁllers such as inorganic materials and electrospinning, such
as carbon nanotubes. Carbon nanotube is an allotrope of
carbon, which has various types of allotropes, in three
dimension, two dimension, one dimension, and zero dimension. 3-D allotrope is common and they are graphite and
diamond. The allotropes in the lower dimensions are generally called as carbon nanomaterials. The two-dimensional
allotropes of carbon are called graphenes, the onedimensional allotropes are generally called carbon nanotubes, and zero dimension corresponds to fullerenes. Carbon
nanotubes can be classiﬁed in to two types based on their
structure and chiral indices. Depending on the value of chiral indices, there are two types: armchair (with same value of
chiral indices) and zigzag structure (with chiral indices value
zero). Carbon nanotubes are made up of rolled graphene
sheets. Based on the number of rolled-up sheets, carbon
nanotubes are classiﬁed as single-walled carbon nanotubes
where only one thick-walled graphene sheet is wrapped
together, double-walled carbon nanotubes where there are
two concentrically rolled up graphene sheets, and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) where there are two
or more graphene sheets that roll up each other.
Back again to adding CNTs inside PVDF, the removal of
impurities from the carbon nanotubes is done by heating
and then adding concentrated sulphuric acid and ﬁnally an
ultrasonication to maximize the number of carboxylic acid
group. Finally, the CNTs are dissolved in the required
solvent DMAc which is the solvent for PVDF solution preparation. The randomly oriented well-separated multiwalled
CNTs in electrospinning solution become aligned due to
the development of straight line at the Taylor cone. Furthermore, the nanotubes are spread along the direction of jet
elongation and the resultant nanocomposite ﬁber is deposited on the collector electrode.
The eﬀect of carbon nanotubes is studied using the
addition of 0.05 to 1 wt.% CNTs with PVDF solution.
When 0.05% CNTs are added to the PVDF solution, a
remarkable change in the crystalline structure was
observed. Finally, the CNT content was increased, when
around 1% CNTs were added and the increase in interaction between PVDF and CNTs resulted in higher beta
content. Thus at the beginning, the addition of MWCNTs
in small concentrations even resulted in an abrupt increase
in beta phase and thereby piezoelectric performance. But
ﬁnally after 1% further addition which did not result in
an enormous increase, still there was increase in the beta
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phase content. This is because when MWCNTs are uniformly distributed, the viscosity of the polymer solution
increases and they have a stronger interaction between
the polymer matrices. More beta phase can be obtained
by postdrawing and poling process of the PVDF. Thus
in short, when the concentration of MWCNT was
increased from 0 to 0.05 wt.% and ﬁnally increased in
steps of 0.05 up to 1 wt.%, the beta phase increased
abruptly at the beginning up to 2% increase and then
ﬁnally further increase in carbon nanotube content will
increase the beta phase content in a slower rate till
some sort of saturation performance. But the beta phase
content can be further increased by mechanical drawing
and electrical poling. The performances of the three
cases, unpoled undrawn, electrically poled, and mechanically drawn, show same behavior with increased amplitude. All these studies based on the CNT contents are
done on generated nanomembranes and not speciﬁcally
about nanoﬁbers [16, 22].
Another study based on electrospun PVDF nanoﬁber by
varying the MWCNT concentration in the order 0.6 wt.%,
1 wt.%, and 2 wt.% was done, and the resultant ﬁbers are
analyzed using FTIR and spectra clearly shown the enhancement of beta content with increased MWCNT concentration. The infrared band at 837 and 1273 cm−1 which is
responsible for beta phase became more prominent with
increased MWCNT concentration. The corresponding
nanoﬁbers generated using diﬀerent MWCNT concentrations were analyzed using XRD for checking the crystalline
nature. The XRD analysis of the ﬁber showed a prominent
peak at a diﬀraction peak of 2 theta equals 19.9 degrees,
and this corresponds peak to the beta phase, and it is clearly
depicted in the ﬁgure below. The miller indices corresponding to the beta phase is 110 [44].
(1) Mechanical Properties. The mechanical properties of the
electrospun nanoﬁber for varying MWCNT concentrations
are studied. For this, the elongation or strain that happened
for a range of stress is studied for diﬀerent MWCNT concentrations of nanoﬁbers. It is observed that the ﬁber containing more MWCNTs demonstrated a larger strain
which indicates that the carbon nanotubes obviously
improved the mechanical properties of electrospun ﬁbers.
Also, at the same time, Young’s modulus of the electrospun
nanoﬁber is found to be decreasing with increased MWCNT
content. It is found that Young’s modulus has been
decreased from 4.4 × 10−2 to 9.1 × 10−3 MPa when the carbon
nanotube content increased from 0.6 to 2 wt.% which clearly
indicates that the elasticity has been drastically improved by
the addition of CNT content [16, 22].
(2) Electrical Properties. As we increase the MWCNT content in the composites, the density of the CNT-CNT junction increases up to a particular level. The electrical
conductivity of the electrospun nanoﬁbers is found to be
increasing linearly with an increase in MWCNT concentration from 0.6 wt.% to 1.2 wt.%, but after that the further
increase in MWCNT content (from 1.2 to 2 wt.%) caused
saturation state and the conductivity remains constant.
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3.3.2. Enhanced Performance of Electrospun Nanoﬁbers by
Annealing Process. Approximately 70% increase in crystallinity of the PVDF-TrFE electrospun nanoﬁbers can be
achieved by annealing them at a temperature between Curie
temperature and melting temperature (in the paraelectric
phase). The increase in crystallinity results in an increase
in elastic modulus around 3 times, and piezoelectric eﬀect
is found to be enhanced around 55%. However, both tensile
strength and ductility are found to be dropped approximately 1 order of magnitude. Also, some nanoscale cracks
are found in the annealed nanoﬁbers, without aﬀecting the
strength of it. For example, annealing at a temperature of
130 degrees Celsius resulted in an increase in 90% piezoelectric constant and 170% modulus [19, 20].

4. Impact of Alignment of Nanofibers
The electrospun PVDF nanoﬁbers have a wide range of
applications, particularly the aligned nanoﬁbers due to their
unique optical, electrical, and mechanical properties. In
addition to this, aligned PVDF shows a good response to
pressure and a high output voltage. The applications of
nanoﬁbers become unlimited only when a set of uniaxial
ﬁber bundles or single nanoﬁbers which are aligned can be
developed. Actually, it is a very tough target to be achieved
for electrospun PVDF nanoﬁbers due to the bending instability of the polymer jet trajectory. The alignment of the
nanoﬁbers is greatly inﬂuenced by the collector electrode
structure and some other key experimental parameters such
as ﬂow rate and PVDF solution concentration. Another simple and successful method for the production of spinning
sheets with aligned parallel ﬁbers is the use of a circular
drum where copper wires are evenly spaced. Actually, this
method is unique and robust for the creation of aligned
nanoﬁbers. Thus, aligned electrospun nanoﬁbers are of great
interest and our studies mainly focus on the improvement of
alignment with electrospinning technique [45, 46].

5. Brief Applications Based on
PVDF Nanofibers
Nanotechnology has a wide range of applications in almost
all ﬁelds of life including medicine, textile industry, engineering ﬁeld, and cosmetics. The special applications of electrospun nanoﬁbers include drug delivery, wound dressing,
biosensors, lithium-ion batteries, scaﬀold for tissue engineering, medical implants, photocatalytic degradation, and
water proof garments. Nanoﬁbers have a special role in the
puriﬁcation of water by ﬁltering process. Some important
applications of PVDF electrospun nanoﬁbers include its
use in energy scavenging applications, in application in tissue engineering, in nanopower generator, as a separation
medium for oil water separation, and in electromechanical
sensors, as a piezoelectric transducer, etc.
Some important studies based on the applications of
nanoﬁber as a nanoelectromechanical sensor revealed that
a single suspended nanoﬁber has a piezoelectric coeﬃcient
(D33 ) of ~58.77 pm/V. They were able to incorporate the
single nanoﬁber onto a microelectromechanical system
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(MEMS) and demonstrate its ability to sense dynamic ﬂow
generated by oscillatory dipole stimulus. Another important application that utilizes piezoelectric behavior is in
power generation. A study by Chang et al. proposed that
a single nanoﬁber has an energy conversion eﬃciency of
12.5% going as high as 21.8% which is much higher than
the energy conversion eﬃciency of a nanothin ﬁlm which
has about 1.3% average [47].
A medical application of electrospun nanoﬁber that
utilizes both aligned and random orientation is in 3D
bifunctionalized nerve conduits. In this study, they developed a nerve conduit with the inner surface incorporated
with aligned nanoﬁbers which is able to enhance the proliferation of neural cells. Since the mechanical strength of
aligned ﬁbers are very weak, the central part of the tube
was double coated with randomly oriented ﬁbers which
improve the mechanical strength of the aligned ﬁber. This
study developed a novel electrospinning technique where a
ﬁber mat containing both aligned and random ﬁbers is synthesized. The studies are based on PU and PLGA nanoﬁbers,
and the scope of PVDF in this ﬁeld is in a progressing stage.
Further analysis and studies are required in this ﬁeld for utilizing PVDF in nerve conduits [48, 49].
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6. Conclusion
In this review, a detailed study of utilization of electrospinning technique for generating random and aligned PVDF
nanoﬁbers is presented. The optimum conditions of experimental parameters required for the achievement of aligned
nanoﬁbers are studied. At the same time, the piezoelectric
property of the aligned PVDF nanoﬁber and the methods
for enhancing the piezoelectric behavior are also studied.
Electrospinning technique using PVDF is a promising tool
for both aligned and random nanoﬁbers, and the characterization techniques used for the analyses of the fabricated
ﬁbers are also discussed. A survey on the relevant applications in these ﬁelds is also done which is greatly helpful for
our future experimental studies and developments.
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